OPENING PRAYER
Objective

Gain input and insight from educational partners to collaboratively develop the 2024-2029 Strategic Direction
Agenda

- Strategic Planning Overview and Guiding Tenets
- Review of 2018-2023 Strategic Direction
- 2024-2029 Strategic Direction Proposed Philosophy and Framework
- Next Steps and Timeline
- Seeking Input and Insight
183 SCHOOLS

55 BIE-Operated Schools
128 Tribally-Controlled Schools

45,000 STUDENTS
64 RESERVATIONS
230 STATES

52 POSTSECONDARY
SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Haskell
STRATEGIC PLANNING
OVERVIEW AND GUIDING
TENETS
Strategic Plan Defined

- A document that lays out the **actions** that the system is going to take **to fulfill its mission** through backward mapping.

- A referendum on the principles of your organization and **reflects your beliefs** about what really matters.

- An informed and **intentional** set of **aligned** choices about actions to generate a desired outcome.
Common Pitfalls to Strategic Planning

- **No guiding framework** to understand the purpose and principles of strategy

- **No concrete or clear processes** for turning the principles into a plan that makes sense

- **No capacity to execute** - i.e., the structures, culture, time, human/financial/physical resources

- **No coherence** - i.e., too many different interventions at one time
We are excited to announce this year's *lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.*

For more information, *lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.*

**Strategic Direction Terminology and Definitions**

- **Vision**: What we aspire to achieve.
- **Mission**: What we are doing to achieve our Vision.
- **Priorities**: The high-level targets that help us achieve our Mission and realize our Vision.
- **Strategies**: Cross-functional projects that last multiple years and impact the entire organization.
- **Milestones**: Specific projects and actions we must accomplish to complete a strategy.
REVIEW OF 2018-2023 STRATEGIC DIRECTION
2018-2023 STRATEGIC DIRECTION

- 6 Goals
- 26 Strategies
- 104 Milestones
- 326 Actions
# Plans of the Most Successful School Systems: 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K-12 Highest Performing School Districts or States</th>
<th># of Goals</th>
<th># of Strategies</th>
<th># of Milestones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average of Top 3 SEAs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of Top 5 LEAs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoDEA Blueprint Vol 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIE Strategic Direction 2018-2023**</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The top 5 LEAs only have two levels: 1) goals and 2) strategies, milestones, or activities
** The BIE Strategic Direction has a fourth level of 326 actions
2024-2029
STRATEGIC DIRECTION
PROPOSED PHILOSOPHY AND FRAMEWORK
Strategic Direction 2024-2029: Philosophy

Student-centered Approach
The BIE student is at the center, and the desired attributes of the BIE student from the Mission statement surround the student.

Example:
- **Academic Achievement** is the *WHAT*; high-quality and aligned curriculum, instruction, and assessments could be the *HOW*
- **Cultural Identity** is the *WHAT*; culturally relevant instruction could be the *HOW*
- **Wellness** is the *WHAT*; Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child (WSCC) Model could be the *HOW*
Strategic Direction 2024-2029: Philosophy

**Fewer, Focused Priorities**

- 2018–2023 Strategic Direction was comprehensive with significant stakeholder input and was not able to be seen through to completion. Streamlining the plan into fewer, focused strategies and milestones honors the input provided and work that has been done on the previous Strategic Direction.

**Tangible, Achievable, and Meaningful Roadmap**

- The 2024 -2029 Strategic Direction will be a tangible and achievable plan that is meaningful to all stakeholders, a living document that can be added to as the Bureau evolves or as milestones are completed, and a roadmap to achieve BIE’s Mission and Vision.

**Eliminate Silos**

- Every individual is a valuable part of the greater collective whole and will work collaboratively towards all priorities to help BIE students rise in academic achievement, wellness, and sovereignty for the next 5 years.
Strategic Direction 2024-2029: Framework

- Aligned and High-Quality Instruction, Standards, Assessments, and Professional Learning
- Wellness - Behavioral Health, Physical Health, and Safety
- Data-driven Performance Management and Organizational Excellence
- Self-Determination and Cultural Identity
NEXT STEPS AND TIMELINE
Seeking Input and Insight

- **Input** is especially valuable and adds insight to our strengths and weaknesses, what educating the future generations should mean, and what the BIE’s priorities need to be to achieve the Vision and Mission.

- For the previous Strategic Direction, we sought substantive input to collectively develop a comprehensive set of 6 Goals, 26 Strategies, 104 Milestones, and 326 Actions. We are using these as a starting point to maintain momentum on the progress we have made as well as honor the input provided and work that has been done.

- The questionnaire contains the updated Strategies and Milestones that were developed during the 2018-2023 Strategic Direction cycle, as well as the BIE Mission, Vision, and Core Values.

**Input Vehicles:**
- Questionnaire
- Listening Sessions
- Tribal Consultations

**Desired Audiences:**
- Employees
- Students and Families
- Tribal Leaders
- Educational Partners
- School Boards
- Unions
Educational Partners Questionnaire

- Questionnaire link in DTLL on BIE website: https://forms.office.com/g/KLPMEYwh8k

- Open until December 17

- Please share your input into the BIE’s Strategic Direction!
2024–2029 Strategic Direction Estimated Timeline

- **Sept – Oct 2023**: Obtain Employee Feedback through Questionnaire
- **Oct – Dec 2023**: Listening Sessions and Questionnaire Conducted at NIEA and NCAI
- **January 2023**: Draft the Strategic Direction from the Feedback Provided
- **Spring 2024**: Tribal Consultations, Additional Revisions, and Publish
SEEKING INPUT
Does the BIE’s **Vision** statement reflect what we aspire to achieve, and does the **Mission** statement define what we are doing to achieve our Vision? Why, or why not?

**BIE Vision:** The Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) is the preeminent provider of culturally relevant educational services and supports provided by highly effective educators to students at BIE-funded schools to foster lifelong learning.

**BIE Mission:** Provide students at BIE-funded schools with a culturally relevant, high-quality education that prepares students with the knowledge, skills, and behaviors needed to flourish in the opportunities of tomorrow, become healthy and successful individuals, and lead their communities and sovereign nations to a thriving future that preserves their unique cultural identities.
Do the BIE’s **Core Values** represent the organizational principles to successfully accomplish our work? Why, or why not?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excellence</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Integrity</th>
<th>Respect</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achieves success through continuous self-assessment and improvement</td>
<td>Is student-centered, a commitment to addressing the holistic needs of students</td>
<td>Maintains high standards of character and professionalism as the foundation upon which the agency is built</td>
<td>Fosters communities of support through mutual regard and collaboration</td>
<td>Supports students through proactive and responsive teamwork with schools, Tribes, and communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the category of “Aligned and High-Quality Instruction, Standards, Assessments, and Professional Learning”, what is the single most important Strategy or Milestone that will move the BIE forward strategically in the next 5 years?

**Strategy** - a cross-functional project that impacts the entire organization. It will last multiple years but can be revised or updated as we advance or as needs change.

**Milestone** - a specific action we must accomplish to complete a Strategy. If the Milestone is not completed, the Strategy will likely not reach completion.
In the category of “Wellness, Behavioral Health, and Safety”, what is the single most important Strategy or Milestone that will move the BIE forward strategically in the next 5 years?

**Strategy** - a cross-functional project that impacts the entire organization. It will last multiple years but can be revised or updated as we advance or as needs change.

**Milestone** - a specific action we must accomplish to complete a Strategy. If the Milestone is not completed, the Strategy will likely not reach completion.
In the category of "Self-Determination and Cultural Identity", what is the single most important Strategy or Milestone that will move the BIE forward strategically in the next 5 years?

**Strategy** - a cross-functional project that impacts the entire organization. It will last multiple years but can be revised or updated as we advance or as needs change.

**Milestone** - a specific action we must accomplish to complete a Strategy. If the Milestone is not completed, the Strategy will likely not reach completion.
In the category of "Data-driven Performance Management and Organizational Excellence", what is the single most important Strategy or Milestone that will move the BIE forward strategically in the next 5 years?

**Strategy** - a cross-functional project that impacts the entire organization. It will last multiple years but can be revised or updated as we advance or as needs change.

**Milestone** - a specific action we must accomplish to complete a Strategy. If the Milestone is not completed, the Strategy will likely not reach completion.
Glossary

Vision: What we aspire to achieve as a school system.

Mission: What we are doing to achieve our Vision.

Priorities: The high-level targets that help us achieve our Mission and realize our Vision.

Strategies: Cross-functional projects that impact the entire organization. Will last multiple years but can be revised or updated as we advance or as needs change.

Milestones: Specific projects and actions we must accomplish to complete a strategy. If the Milestone is not completed, the Strategy will likely not reach completion.

Core Values: Guiding organizational principles underpinning how the work of the BIE is successfully accomplished to carry out the Mission and achieve the Vision.
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